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FRIDAY

PURPOSE: Friday should be a fun finale to the camp week - lots of energy so players go home happy. 
Our goal this afternoon is to have them practice their GK skills and test them out repeatedly 
against real shots.

ACTIVITY 1:

ACTIVITY 3:

ACTIVITY 2:

FINISHER:

Lightening- each player has five lives - they stand in a line outside of the penalty box - one 
starts as GK - coach plays a ball to the first player in line, they must shoot first time - if they 
score they get +1 point and the GK gets -1 point. If the GK saves the GK gets +1, the striker 
-1. If the player completely misses nothing happens. After a striker takes their turn they 
then go in goal, the previous GK joins the back of the line. Once a player loses all of their 
lives they stand behind the goal - if they catch a shot that misses then they are back in the 
game at the expense of the player who took that shot. 

1v1 / 2v2 / 3v3 - this is a fun transition game on a small 30x20 yard field with a goal at each 
end, all players can be goalkeeper whenever needed as long as they are within their half of 
the field. Start with a 1v1, as soon as the ball goes dead those players leave the field and 
then the next two from each side enter, repeat the cycle for a 3v3, then go back to 1v1 - you 
can also randomize the numbers to vary the activity by calling out the number of players 
you want in - this game should stimulate a players decision making based on the number of 
players on the field - they should behave differently when 1v1, as opposed to 3v3.

PK Competition - talk to the GKs about reading the kicker - guessing which way and 
committing.

GK Wars - set-up a couple fields if possible with a goal at end end - this is a 1v1 competition 
where each goalkeeper must stay in their half and defend their goal while also trying to 
score on the opposite keeper. 


